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Introduction
With “Material Composition Survey Response Manual Ver. 4 compliant” (“Survey Response Manual
Ver.4” hereafter) as a high-order document, this Survey Response Tools Ver. 4 Operation Manual
(“this Operation Manual” hereafter) explains how to use the Survey Response Tools and enter data
assuming that data is electronically exchanged by e-mail using a personal computer.
Please refer to the Survey Response Manual Ver.4 for the surveyed items on each level of the
format displayed by the Survey Response Tool ver.4. and how to respond to them.
Note: Tools Ver. 4 has macro-based programs embedded. Cells other than those for input are
protected and you cannot unprotect the cells or alter the programs in any way.

1. Features of Survey Response Tools Ver. 4
(1) Tool Type
There is only one type of Survey Response Tools Ver. 4 available (“the Tools” hereafter). The
extension of a JGP4 file created by the Tools (“JGP file” hereafter) is jgp4.
(The response format inherits the standard concept of responses from Survey Response Tools
Ver. 3.)
y Tool name: Green Procurement Survey Response Tools Ver. 4.xx [JGP4 file (Extension:
jgp4)]

(2) Screen Configuration
To Level 1 (Screen for Basic Information about Company/Parts/Products/Material) and Level 2
(Screen for Information about Substance group Contained in Parts/Products/Material), Level 3
(Screen for Information on Substances of CAS Number Level) is added.
(3) Multi-language Support
Tools Ver. 4 have Japanese, English, and Chinese version tools embedded which support
multiple languages for selection by the user.
Note: Data compatibility between JGP files created by Tools Ver. 4 of different languages
is limited, like those created by Tools Ver. 3.
(4) Date (Year, Month, and Day) Input and Display Format
The date format is YYYY/MM/DD for all language versions of Tools (same data format as JGP
file)
(5) Reading Old Format Data
1) JGP files created by each version of Tools Ver. 3 can be read by Tools Ver. 4.xx. (However,
read data is limited.)
Note 1: JGP2 files (detailed type) of Tools Ver. 3 need to be converted once into JGP1
files (standard type) of Tools Ver. 3.
Note 2: Older format data (Ver. 1 or 2) cannot be read by Tools Ver. 4.XX.
(6) Displaying the Version of a Loaded File
The version and tool name of Survey Response Tools used to create a read JGP file are
displayed.
(7) Various tool functions (The basic functions of Tools Ver. 3 are inherited and partly modified for
improvement.)
1) Error Check: Automatically checks data entered on each screen and displays error and
warning messages. (Error Check 1 and 2 buttons)
Main items checked:
• Missed entries
• Data inconsistencies
• Dates
• Single-byte/double-byte characters
• Number of characters and digits
• Consistency between content flag (Y/N) and
intended use classification
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2)

Sort: You can sort data by using a condition for each surveyed item as a key.

3)

Print Screen: You can print screens showing basic information, products/parts/material
information or information on the material composition of products.
Other: You can read additional JGP files (ADD JGP).

4)

2. Supported Operating Systems and Software
(1) Supported Excel versions:
Excel 2003 for Windows
Excel 2007 for Windows
Note: Excel 2000 and 2002 are not guaranteed to run. If there is any problem, please contact
JGPSSI through the website.
* Excel and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and
other countries.

(2) Supported operating systems: Windows supporting the above Excel versions (Windows XP and
Windows Vista)
(3) Languages covered by English-version Tools in European-language personal computer:
German, French, and Spanish
(4) Operating environments (OS and Excel) by language
Japanese OS, EXCEL

Japanese Version of Tools
English Version of Tools
Chinese Version of Tools

English/German/Spanis Chinese (Simplified)
h/French OS, EXCEL
OS, EXCEL

A
A
C
A: Operation guaranteed
C: Operation not guaranteed

C
A
C

C
A
A

(5) Compatibility of JGP4 files
Import by Japanese
Version of Tools

Import by English
Version of Tools

Import by Chinese
Version of Tools

JGP File Generated with
A
B
B
Japanese Version of Tools
JGP File Generated with
B
A
B
English Version of Tools
JGP File Generated with
B
B
A
Chinese Version of Tools
Note: The Tools inputs and outputs JGP4 files in the default character code of the OS in the same way as
Version 3 of the Tools.
A: Compatible
B: Compatible for single-byte alphanumeric characters only

Note: Like Tools Ver. 3, Tools Ver. 4 outputs JGP files of the default character code based on
the personal computer. Since the multi-language character code Unicode (UTF-8) is not
supported, data compatibility is limited between JGP files created by Tools of different
languages.

3. Downloading Survey Response Tools Ver. 4
y Survey Response Tools Ver. 4 is available free of charge and open to the public at the JGPSSI
website given below. You can download and save the Survey Response Tools onto your
computer for personal use.

JGPSSI website: http://www.jgpssi.jp
JGPSSI Survey Response Tools Ver.4, Operation Manual, 2009.12.08, 1.3 Edition
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Menu ⇒ Survey Response Tools Ver. 4 with manuals ⇒ Survey Response Tools Ver4.xx.xls
Note 1: The Tools may be revised for reasons of legal compliance, JIG revision, or
function correction and improvement. Before using the Tools, make sure that the
downloaded files (tools) are of the latest version.
Note 2: This Operation Manual is intended to help companies enter necessary information
into a JGP file and send it to the supplier (respondent) when requesting a survey
of the material composition of a product to be purchased. For details, refer to “8.
Operation Flow” on page 13 of Survey Response Manual Ver.4.
Note 3: This Operation Manual shows examples of screens displayed on a personal
computer. The personal computer is assumed to be running Windows XP and
Excel 2003.

4. Starting Survey Response Tools
4.1 Setting Macros and Security
The example here is for setting the security level and macros in Windows XP. Start Tools
Ver. 4 and choose “Enable Macros” to open the screen.
Note: Set the macro security level to “Medium” to use the Tools.
If the security level is set to “High,” the following warning appears. If you click OK,
the warning will disappear but the Tools cannot be used. From Tool in the main
menu of Excel, change the macro security level to “Medium” on the macro security
screen, exit Excel once, then restart Excel and open the Tools again.
Display Example in Windows XP

y If the following security warning is displayed, click Enable Macros.

4.2 Selecting the Language
y When the downloaded Tools Ver. 4 is started for the first time, the Select Language
screen appears as follows. Click one of the three language buttons to use the Tools of the
selected language. To use the English version of Tool, click the English button. After
selecting a language, the screen disappears. The Select Language screen cannot be
skipped.
JGPSSI Survey Response Tools Ver.4, Operation Manual, 2009.12.08, 1.3 Edition
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Note 1: Depending on the personal computer, it may take tens of seconds from clicking a
language button until the display changes to the screen of the selected language.

Note 2: For language selection, refer to “9. Functions of Other Buttons.”
y The following screen appears.

Note 1: This screen is called Level 1 and is used to enter such information as survey
requester information, survey respondent information, and surveyed items.
Note 2: The colors of item cells have the following meanings.
y Blue: Item to be entered by requester
y Purple: Item to be entered by respondent
y Pink: Required item (conditions may apply)
Green Procurement Survey Tool Ver4.02

LOAD JGP

ADD JGP

Select Language

Set Language

SAVE JGP

Item Setting

Error Check 1

Error Confirmation

Sort

Part list print

Copyright(C) JGPSSI & NEC Soft, Ltd.
Range of the error check is for the first sheet and the second sheet.

Basic Information about Company

Third sheet is not in the range of the error check.

Reference Number
Date of Data Entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

Data Format Ver.
Ver. information for loaded file
Language

Requester Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester's management items 1
Requester's management items 2
Requester's management items 3
Message from requester
Message from requester (Japanese)

English

Respondent's date of data entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

4.00

Respondent Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Address
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester's management items 4
Requester's management items 5
Requester's management items 6
Additional information regarding survey responses
Additional information regarding survey responses(japan

Japanese
Precautions when filling out the field "Message from
requester":
This field is to fill precautions and messages from the
requester for when an answerer fills in responses.
Not to use for requesting guarantees or additional
requirements.

English

Japanese

Relationship between "surveying unit" and "surveying unit
mass"
Usually, for parts, since responses are given in the form of
content per part, specify "piece" and enter its mass for
"surveying unit mass". If the units in which answers are
provided are kilogram, as with materials, specify "kg" and
enter "1000" (g) as the "surveying unit mass". For wire rods,
specify "m", which is the unit for length, and enter the mass
per meter as the "surveying unit mass". For materials, etc.
in containers, either specify "piece" and enter the mass per
container, or specify "g" and enter 1 (g).

Information about Parts/ Products/ Material
Ascen
ding

No.

Desce
nding

Product/subpart
number of requester

Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Product / subpart/material
name of requester

Ascen
ding

Specific information on materials
Used when surveying materials, etc., in order to specify the materials subject to the survey.
Material Grade
No.

Metal Type
JIS symbols

Requester's Item1 Requester's Item2 Requester's Item3
Coloring No.

Thickness(mm)

Color

Diameter(mm)

Desce
nding

Manufacturer
Name

Ascen
ding

About comprehensive judgment of content
With regard to content judgment based on the
threshold level on the sheet for inputting information
on contained substance groups, if there is even a
single Y (contains substance), Y is displayed
automatically.
On the other hand, for content judgment based on the
threshold level, if all substance groups are N (does not
contain substance), N is displayed automatically.

Desce
nding

Respondent's
product/subparts
/material number

Ascen
ding

Respondent's
product/subparts
/material name

Respondent's
Item1

Respondent's
Item2

Respondent's
Item3

Data Version

Revision Date
YYYY/MM/DD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Surveying
Unit

Survey Unit
Mass
(g/unit)

Desce
nding

Overall Content
Flag

Input
substances
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

Copy
substances

Clear
substances

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

5. Creating Survey Request Data (JGP File) by Survey Requester
5.1 Entering Basic Information
y Referring to Chapter 5, “Surveyed Items” on page 5 of Survey Response Manual Ver.4,
the requester enters the date of data entry and the requester’s information according to
the upper-left display of the Tools screen. An example is shown below.
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LOAD JGP

Green Procurement Survey Tool Ver4.02

Copyright(C) JGPSSI & NEC Soft, Ltd.

Select Langu

Basic Information about Company
Data Format Ver.
Ver. information for loaded file
Language

Reference Number
Date of Data Entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

ABC001
2009/08/31

Requester Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester's management items 1
Requester's management items 2
Requester's management items 3
Message from requester

English
***INC.
********9
***Dept.
Taro Suzuki
03-5***-8**2
03-5***-8**3
s_tato@***.cg.jp

4.00
GreenConferenceV4.00

Japanese
Precautions when filling out the field "Message from
requester":
This field is to fill precautions and messages from the
requester for when an answerer fills in responses.
Not to use for requesting guarantees or additional
requirements.

5.2 Entering Information on Surveyed Items
y Referring to (3) in Chapter 5 “Surveyed Items” of Survey Response Manual Ver.4, enter
information on a survey request item under the basic information section on the screen as
appropriate. The pink cells must be filled in, but the product/subpart number of the
requester is necessary only if there is nothing in the six fields (material specific
information) that are used when the surveyed item is a material (see below).

Caution (Condition for saving in a JGP file)
If none of the following seven fields (pink cells) that identify a surveyed item is entered,
the data of the applicable line will not be saved in a JGP file.
However, even if none of the seven fields is entered, the data of the applicable line is
saved if either the Manufacturer name or Respondent’s product/part/material number is
entered.

Example: Parts (Capacitor)
Information about Parts/ Products/ Material
Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Ascen
ding

Product/subpart
number of requester

No.

1 ABC-123
2 ABC-124
3 ABC-125
4
5

Desce
nding

Product / subpart/material
name of requester

Specific information on materials
Used when surveying materials, etc., in order to specify the materials subject to the survey.
Material Grade
No.

Requester's Item1 Requester's Item2 Requester's Item3

Metal Type
JIS symbols

Coloring No.

Thickness(mm)

Color

Diameter(mm)

Capacitor A
Capacitor B
Capacitor C

Specification
Number.
ABC-1
ABC-2
ABC-3

Example: Material (Plastics)
Information about Parts/ Products/ Material
Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Ascen
ding

Product/subpart
number of requester

No.

1
2
3
4
5

Desce
nding

Product / subpart/material
name of requester
ABS

Specific information on materials
Used when surveying materials, etc., in order to specify the materials subject to the survey.
Material Grade
No.
A100-XXX

Requester's Item1 Requester's Item2 Requester's Item3

Metal Type
JIS symbols

Coloring No.

Thickness(mm)

12345

Color

Diameter(mm)

Specification
Number.

White

5.3 Saving a JGP File (JGP File for Survey Request)
y Click the SAVE JGP button at the top of the screen.
When the message “Do you want to run an error check?” appears, click No.

Note: If you press Yes to run an error check, an error message appears because the
respondent’s information has not been entered. When making a JGP file for a
survey request using the SAVE JGP button, do not run an error check.
However, read the Caution (Condition for saving in a JGP file) in section 5.2.
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y When the following screen appears, specify a save-to folder and name for saving the file.
The extension “.jgp4” is automatically added to the name of the saved file (see the red
box in the figure below).

y When the following message is displayed, click OK. The JGP file has now been
successfully saved.

5.4 Exiting Survey Response Tools
y Click the Ｘ button at the top right of the Excel screen to close the Tools.
The following screen is displayed. Choose Yes to save the data entered using the Tools.

JGPSSI Survey Response Tools Ver.4, Operation Manual, 2009.12.08, 1.3 Edition
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5.5 Sending a JGP File to a Survey Respondent (Survey Request)
y The survey requester sends a JGP file containing basic information and surveyed item
information to the survey respondent.

Note: In principle, use JGP files to exchange data between requester and respondent.

6. Creating Survey Response Data (JGP File) by Survey Respondent
6.1 Loading Data from Survey Requester (LOAD JGP)
(1) Save the JGP file containing survey request data in your personal computer.
(2) Start Tools Ver. 4. (See Chapter 4, “Starting Survey Response Tools.”)
The following screen (Level 1) appears.
Green Procurement Survey Tool Ver4.02

LOAD JGP

ADD JGP

Select Language

Set Language

SAVE JGP

Item Setting

Error Check 1

Error Confirmation

Sort

Part list print

Copyright(C) JGPSSI & NEC Soft, Ltd.
Range of the error check is for the first sheet and the second sheet.

Basic Information about Company

Third sheet is not in the range of the error check.
Data Format Ver.
Ver. information for loaded file
Language

Reference Number
Date of Data Entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

Requester Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester's management items 1
Requester's management items 2
Requester's management items 3
Message from requester
Message from requester (Japanese)

English

4.00
GreenConferenceV4.00

Respondent's date of data entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

Respondent Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Address
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester's management items 4
Requester's management items 5
Requester's management items 6
Additional information regarding survey responses
Additional information regarding survey responses(japan

Japanese
Precautions when filling out the field "Message from
requester":
This field is to fill precautions and messages from the
requester for when an answerer fills in responses.
Not to use for requesting guarantees or additional
requirements.

English

Japanese

Relationship between "surveying unit" and "surveying unit
mass"
Usually, for parts, since responses are given in the form of
content per part, specify "piece" and enter its mass for
"surveying unit mass". If the units in which answers are
provided are kilogram, as with materials, specify "kg" and
enter "1000" (g) as the "surveying unit mass". For wire rods,
specify "m", which is the unit for length, and enter the mass
per meter as the "surveying unit mass". For materials, etc.
in containers, either specify "piece" and enter the mass per
container, or specify "g" and enter 1 (g).

Information about Parts/ Products/ Material
Ascen
ding

No.

Desce
nding

Product/subpart
number of requester

Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Ascen
ding

Specific information on materials
Used when surveying materials, etc., in order to specify the materials subject to the survey.

Product / subpart/material
name of requester

Material Grade
No.

Metal Type
JIS symbols

Requester's Item1 Requester's Item2 Requester's Item3
Coloring No.

Thickness(mm)

Color

Diameter(mm)

Desce
nding

Manufacturer
Name

Ascen
ding

About comprehensive judgment of content
With regard to content judgment based on the
threshold level on the sheet for inputting information
on contained substance groups, if there is even a
single Y (contains substance), Y is displayed
automatically.
On the other hand, for content judgment based on the
threshold level, if all substance groups are N (does not
contain substance), N is displayed automatically.

Desce
nding

Respondent's
product/subparts
/material number

Ascen
ding

Respondent's
product/subparts
/material name

Respondent's
Item1

Respondent's
Item2

Respondent's
Item3

Data Version

Revision Date
YYYY/MM/DD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Surveying
Unit

Survey Unit
Mass
(g/unit)

Desce
nding

Overall Content
Flag

Input
substances
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

Copy
substances
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Clear
Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

(3) Click the LOAD JGP button at the top of this screen.
The following Open File screen appears.

When a JGP file is clicked for reading,
its name is displayed.

JGPV4Files is automatically selected.

Note: When reading a JGP file of Ver. 3, change the file type to JGPV3Files. For details,
see Chapter 7, “Reading Old Format Data (JGP File of Ver. 3).”
JGPSSI Survey Response Tools Ver.4, Operation Manual, 2009.12.08, 1.3 Edition
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y Click the JGP file to read, and then click Open.
After the Tools loads the survey request data, the following screen appears. Click OK.
.

y Survey requester information and surveyed item information are read as shown

below.
Green Procurement Survey Tool Ver4.02

LOAD JGP

ADD JGP

Select Language

Set Language

SAVE JGP

Item

Copyright(C) JGPSSI & NEC Soft, Ltd.

Basic Information about Company
Reference Number
Date of Data Entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

ABC001
2009/08/31

Data Format Ver.
Ver. information for loaded file
Language

Requester Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester's management items 1
Requester's management items 2
Requester's management items 3
Message from requester
Message from requester (Japanese)

English
***INC.
********9
***Dept.
Taro Suzuki
03-5***-8**2
03-5***-8**3
s_tato@***.cg.jp

4.00
GreenConferenceV4.00

Respondent's date of data entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

Respondent Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Address
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester's management items 4
Requester's management items 5
Requester's management items 6
Additional information regarding survey responses
Additional information regarding survey responses(japan

Japanese
Precautions when filling out the field "Message from
requester":
This field is to fill precautions and messages from the
requester for when an answerer fills in responses.
Not to use for requesting guarantees or additional
requirements.

Information about Parts/ Products/ Material
Ascen
ding

No.

Desce
nding

Ascen
ding

Product/subpart
number of requester
1 ABC-123-001
2
3
4
5

Desce
nding

Specific information on materials
Used when surveying materials, etc., in order to specify the materials subject to the survey.

Product / subpart/material
name of requester

Material Grade
No.

Metal Type
JIS symbols

Requester's Item1
Coloring No.

Thickness(mm)

Color

Diameter(mm)

Large size Switch Unit

Note: “Version information for loaded file” above the Language cell of the Level 1 screen
displays the version and tool name of Survey Response Tools Ver. 3 or 4 that
created the read JGP file.
(Example of JGPSSI tools: GreenConferenceV4.01, GreenConferenceV3.34)

6.2 Items To Be Entered by Survey Respondent
(Basic Information, Survey Item Information, etc.)
(1) Entering information on the respondent (Pink cells must always be entered.)
Enter the respondent’s information, such as company name.
(For details, refer to “(2) Entering Information on the Respondent” in Chapter 5 on page 6 of
Survey Response Manual Ver.4.)
[Example]
ADD JGP

SAVE JGP

Item Setting

Set Language

Error Check 1

Error Confirmation

Sort

Part list print

Range of the error check is for the first sheet and the second sheet.
Third sheet is not in the range of the error check.

Respondent's date of data entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

Respondent Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Address
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester’s management items 4
Requester’s management items 5
Requester’s management items 6
Additional information regarding survey responses

English

Japanese

03-1***-9**3
03-1***-9**4
y*_jiro@***.co.jp

Note: When entering data into English fields, use single-byte alphanumeric characters.
In principle, the requester’s management items are entered by the requester. Do
not change the pre-entered data if any.
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(2) Enter the manufacturer name, number, and name of the respondent.
(Respondent Items 1 to 3 can be used for respondent memos.)
[Example]
Respondent's
product/subparts
/material number

Manufacturer
Name
XXX Electronics

abc-123

Respondent's
product/subparts
/material name

Respondent's
Item1

Respondent's
Item2

Respondent's
Item3

Switch Unit

(3) Enter the data version and revision date. If there is no information available for the data
version, leave it blank.
(4) Choose a survey unit and enter a total mass per unit.
y Choose a survey unit from the pull-down menu.
y Enter a total mass for the preset survey unit in “g.”

Example: If the survey unit is “piece” → Mass per surveyed item
If the survey unit is “kg” → Mass per kg = 1000 g
[Example]
Data Version

Revision Date
YYYY/MM/DD

Surveying
Unit

Survey Unit
Mass
(g/unit)

piece

Overall Content
Flag

2500.000

Note 1: “Overall content flag” is automatically displayed. It cannot be entered manually.
See the balloons displayed on the Tools.
Note 2: For details about survey unit and survey unit mass, see the following balloon
displayed on the Tools.
Relationship between "survey unit" and "survey unit mass"
For a subpart, the content per piece is usually answered..
Therefore, specify "piece" and enter its mass in "survey
unit mass." If the unit is kg as for substance, specify "kg"
and enter "1000" (g) in "survey unit mass." For a wire,
specify "m" or a similar unit of length and enter the mass
per meter in "survey unit mass." For materials in a vessel,
either specify "piece" and enter the mass per vessel or
specify "g" and enter "1" (g).

6.3 Transition to Screen for Entering Information on Substance Group (Level 2)
y On the basic information screen, click the Input button for the row of the surveyed item
you wish to enter. The display then changes to the screen for entering information on
substance group (see below).

Surveying
Unit
piece

Survey Unit
Mass
(g/unit)
2500.000

Overall Content
Flag

Input
substances
Input
Input

1
2

Copy
substances

Clear
substances

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear
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Note: When you click Input, the following warning screen may be displayed.
This happens if no information has been entered to specify the surveyed item.
When OK is clicked, the display changes to the screen for entering information on
substance group (Level 2).

6.4 Entering Information on Substance Group (Level 2)
As shown below, the basic information and surveyed item information displayed on the
previous screen are automatically displayed at the top of the screen.
Note 1: This screen is called Level 2 and is used to enter group-level responses about
substances contained.
For details of each item, refer to “(4) Substance group information” on pages 9 to
11 of Survey Response Manual Ver.4.
Note 2: For detailed information on some substance groups correponding with REACH,
click the cells “Purpose of use/intended use” and “Application area’ and enter the
necessary data after transition to Level 3.
For details, refer to section 6.5, “Entering Information on substance contained
(Level 3)” of this Operation Manual.
Basic Information about Company/ Parts/ Products/ Material
Reference Number

Data Format Ver.

Loaded Version

4.00

4.00

Product / subpart/material
name of requester

Material Grade No.

ABC001
Product/subpart
number of requester
ABC-123-001

OK

Respondent's date of
data entry

XXX Electronics

Respondent's
product/subparts/material
number
abc-123

Metal Type
JIS symbols

Coloring No.

Thickness(mm)

Respondent's
product/subparts/
material name

Respondent's Item1

Respondent's
Item2

Respondent's
Item3

ALL N

Criteria

Substance Groups

Content Flag by
Threshold Level （Y/N）

Total Content
(mg)

Diameter(mm)

Data Version

Revision Date
YYYY/MM/DD

Requester's
Item1

Requester's
Item2

Surveying
Unit

Survey Unit Mass
(g/unit)

Requester's Item3

Cadmium and Cadmium Compounds

2500.000

Intended use classification
(Check appropriate items)
Intended use
classification
code

Intended use classification

(* : appropriate
item)

Cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material in Electric point and plating excluding uses banned by the amended
EU Directive 76/769/EEC “91/338/EEC”

FALSE

Optical glass and filter glass containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material.

FALSE

Cd-R-3

Printing inks for the application of enamels on borosilicate glass containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous
material.

FALSE

Cd-R-4

Cadmium exceeding in homogeneous material in alloys as electrical/mechanical solder joints to electrical conductors located
directly on the voice coil in transducers used in high-powered loudspeakers with sound pressure levels of 100 dB (A) and
more.

FALSE

Cd-R-5

Cadmium, exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, in photoresistors for optocouplers applied in professional audio
equipment until 31 December 2009.

FALSE

Cd-R-6

Cadmium, exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, in cadmium oxide in thick film pastes used on aluminium bonded
beryllium oxid.

FALSE

Cd-E-2

Batteries for electric vehicles containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material.

FALSE

Cd-B-1

Batteries containing cadmium exceeding 5ppm by weight of the battery.

FALSE

Cd-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (*
Details in column on the right.)

FALSE

Cd-J-99

Containing cadmium above 100pmm in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

FALSE

Cd-R-0

Cases containing 100ppm or less of intentionally added cadmium in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (*
Details in column on the right.)

FALSE

Containing 100ppm or less of cadmium in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

FALSE

Cr-R-1

Hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, for the prevention of corrosion of carbon steel cooling
system in absorption refrigerators.

FALSE

Cr-E-1

Anti-corrosion coatings containing hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.(Other than below CrE-2)

FALSE

Cr-E-2

Corrosion preventive coating related to bolt and nut assembles for chassis applications, containing hexavalent chromium
exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

FALSE

Cr-E-3

(Absorption) refrigerators in motor caravans containig hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

FALSE

Cr-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, excluding specified
uses. (* Details in column on the right.)

FALSE

Cr-J-99

Containing hexavalent chromium above 1000ppm in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

FALSE

Cr-R-0

Cases containing 1000ppm or less of intentionally added hexavalent chromium in homogeneous material, excluding specified
uses. (* Details in column on the right.)

FALSE

Cr-RE-98

Containing 1000ppm or less of hexavalent chromium in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination.

FALSE

Cd-R-2

Cd-RE-98

A07

Print

Clear all data

Cd-R-1

R

Color

piece

Substance groups subject to survey

A05

Error Confirmation

Range of the error check is for the second sheet and the third sheet.

Switch Unit

Information about Substance Groups

R

Error Check 2

Large size Switch Unit

Manufacturer Name

Classifi
cation
No.

CANCEL

Purpose of use/Intended use

Application area

Maximum
content rate
(ppm)

Additional information on material composition of
products

Hexavalent Chromium Compounds

(1) Entering Content Flag by Threshold Level
y Click the “Content flag by threshold level” column in each substance group to display the
pull-down menu. Make sure to choose either Y or N. (Entry is required for all 32
substance groups).
You can also enter either an uppercase or lowercase Y or N directly from your keyboard.
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y For details on determining Y or N, refer to “(1) Content flag by threshold level (Y/N)” in “(4)
Substance group information” on page 9 of Survey Response Manual Ver.4.

All N button

Information about Substance Groups

ALL N

Clear all data

Criteria

Substance groups subject to survey
Classifi
cation
No.

Substance Groups

Content Flag by
Threshold Level （ Y/N）

Total Content
(mg)

y If you click the All N button with the all content flag columns blank in the 32 substance
groups, all columns for their content flags are automatically filled with N.
y If you click the All N button with Y already entered in one of the 32 substance groups, the
following warning is displayed.

If you click Yes, N is automatically entered in the content flag for the substance groups
excluding those with Y already entered: “All N except Y”
If you click No, N is automatically entered in the content flag for all substance groups
including those with Y already entered: “All N (overwrite)”
Clear All Data button
y When this button is clicked, the following screen is displayed.
If you click Yes, all pre-entered data is deleted from Levels 2 and 3. Check carefully
before deciding to click Yes.

(2) Entering the Total Amount (mg)
y Enter the total amount (mg) of substances contained in the unit set in the “survey unit” on
the previous screen (Level 1) with two significant digits (round the third digit). Although the
content is displayed only to three decimal places, enter the precise content.
(If the content flag is Y, entry is required for all substance groups.)
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Example:

2549 mg:
2500 mg
1.1456 mg:
1.1 mg
0.00214 mg: 0.0021 mg
0.1 mg:
0.1 mg

[Display]
2500.000
1.100
0.002
0.100

y In principle, enter as much information as you know.

Note: The content calculation method differs depending whether each substance group is
a metal and its compounds.
For details, refer to 2) on page 10 of Survey Response Manual Ver.4.
[Example]
Substance groups subject to survey
Classifi
cation
No.

A05

Substance Groups

Cadmium and Cadmium Compounds

Content Flag by
Threshold Level （ Y/N）

Total Content
(mg)

Y

490.000

(3) Choosing the Intended Use Classification (Clicking to Add a Check Mark)
Note: For each intended use classification, corresponding items are assigned depending on
whether the content flag is Y or N. Select the intended use classification that is
consistent with the content flag (Y/N). (For details, see Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 5)
y

Choose at least the corresponding intended use classification for one item. (If the
content flag is Y, entry is required.) Click the box (□) in the applicable use field on the
right of each item to display the check mark (see the example below).
Note 1: For REACH-corresponding substance groups (other than C09 “Phthalic acid
esters”), use radio buttons to select intended use classifications (see section
6.5).
Note 2: Even in instances other than the one above, select an intended use
classification for the four substance groups below using radio buttons.
・A19: Beryllium oxide
・B07: Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
・B12: Perchlorates
・C02: Certain azocolourants and azodyes
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The following is an example of the radio buttons when selecting the
classification for A19: Beryllium Oxide.
Place the cursor on the radio button (round mark) on the right of the
classification (*: corresponding use). Clicking changes the radio button to
intended use classification has now been chosen. To clear the black
position the cursor on the button and either right or left click.
A19-J-0

Cases containing above 0.1% beryllium oxide by weight per surveying unit.

A19-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% beryllium oxide by weight per surveying unit.

intended use
intended use
black and the
radio button,

2

y Click to add the check mark for all intended use classifications applicable to the
surveyed item. If a substance is contained in more than one area, select all the intended
use classifications that are applicable. The code and contents of the intended use
classification to be displayed on the screen are the same as those on the intended use
classification lists of Exhibits 2 and 3 in Survey Response Manual Ver.4.
y For the content information of a substance group when the content flag is N, select the
corresponding intended use classification code (within the threshold level). An intended
use classification code ending with 98 is an example. For details, refer to 3) on page 10
of Survey Response Manual Ver.4.

[Example] Check marks at Cd-J-0 and Cd-J-99
Intended use classification
(Check appropriate items)
Intended use
classification
code

Intended use classification

(* : appropriate
item)

Cd-R-1

Cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material in Electric point and plating excluding uses banned by the amended
EU Directive 76/769/EEC “91/338/EEC”

FALSE

Cd-R-2

Optical glass and filter glass containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material.

FALSE

Cd-R-3

Printing inks for the application of enamels on borosilicate glass containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous
material.

FALSE

Cd-R-4

Cadmium exceeding in homogeneous material in alloys as electrical/mechanical solder joints to electrical conductors located
directly on the voice coil in transducers used in high-powered loudspeakers with sound pressure levels of 100 dB (A) and
more.

FALSE

Cd-R-5

Cadmium, exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, in photoresistors for optocouplers applied in professional audio
equipment until 31 December 2009.

FALSE

Cd-R-6

Cadmium, exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, in cadmium oxide in thick film pastes used on aluminium bonded
beryllium oxid.

FALSE

Cd-E-2

Batteries for electric vehicles containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material.

FALSE

Cd-B-1

Batteries containing cadmium exceeding 5ppm by weight of the battery.

FALSE

Cd-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (*
Details in column on the right.)

TRUE

Cd-J-99

Containing cadmium above 100pmm in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

TRUE

Cd-R-0

Cases containing 100ppm or less of intentionally added cadmium in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (*
Details in column on the right.)

FALSE

Containing 100ppm or less of cadmium in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

FALSE

Cd-RE-98

(4) Entering Intended Use
y Enter the corresponding contents into the cell in the checked row of Intended Use
Classification. Up to 120 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be entered.
y For details about the contents to be entered, refer to 4) on page 10 of Survey Response
Manual Ver. 4.
y Purpose of use/intended use must be entered for a row where the intended use
classification is selected.
Note: For some substance groups corresponding with REACH, click a cell with the
following message on the right of Intended Use Classification. After transition to
Level 3, enter the necessary information. (For details, refer to section 6.5, “Entering

Information on Substance contained (Level 3).”)
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1

If the intended use classification in this line is selected, click this cell to enter
the detailed information at the input of Information on specific substances.
If the intended use classification in this line is selected, click this cell to enter
the detailed information at the input of Information on specific substances.

(5) Entering Application Area
y Enter the corresponding contents into the cell in the checked row of Intended Use
Classification. Up to 120 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be entered.
y For details about the contents of entry, refer to 5) on page 10 of Survey Response
Manual Ver. 4.
y “Application area” must always be entered into a row where Intended Use Classification
is chosen.

Note: For some substance groups corresponding with REACH, click a cell with the
following message on the right of Intended Use Classification. After transition to
Level 3, enter the necessary information. (For details, refer to section 6.5, “Entering
Information on Substance contained (Level 3).”)
1

If the intended use classification in this line is selected, click this cell to enter
the detailed information at the input of Information on specific substances.
If the intended use classification in this line is selected, click this cell to enter
the detailed information at the input of Information on specific substances.

(6) Entering the Content Concentration in Homogeneous Material
y Enter the content concentration (ppm) of the substance contained in an area relative to
the homogeneous material. If there is the same intended use classification for more than
one area, enter the largest value.
y Depending on the intended use classification, it may be mandatory or optional to enter
the maximum content concentration in a homogeneous material in a row where an
intended use classification is selected. For details, refer to (3) in 6) on page 11 of Survey
Response Manual Ver. 4.

(7) Entering Additional Information
y
y
y
y

Enter additional information, if any, on substances contained.
This entry is optional.
Up to 120 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be entered.
For examples and others, refer to 7) on page 11 of Survey Response Manual Ver. 4.

[Example of entering items]
Purpose of use/Intended use

Application area

Maximum
content rate
(ppm)

Additional information on material composition of
products

As for brass, its content is controlled to ****

Impurities in brass/Stabilizer impurities.

Switch terinal/Resin frame.

Stabilization/Anti-corrosion surface treatment frame surface plating.

152
104
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6.5 Entering Information on Substance contained (Level 3)
(1) For each of some substance groups (excluding C09) corresponding with REACH among
the 32 ones displayed on Level 2, choose one intended use classification depending
whether the content flag is Y or N.
As shown below, position the cursor on either radio button (round mark) on the right of the
intended use classification (*: corresponding use). Clicking changes the radio button to
black and the intended use classification has now been chosen. To clear the black radio
button, position the cursor on the button and either right or left click.
If the intended use classification in this line is selected, click this cell to enter
the detailed information at the input of Information on specific substances.

1

If the intended use classification in this line is selected, click this cell to enter
the detailed information at the input of Information on specific substances.

Note: Among substance groups corresponding with REACH, no radio buttons are
prepared only or C09 “Phthalates (DEHP, DBP, and BBP)” because both intended
use classifications are selectable.
(2) Clicking the cell on the right of the chosen use (*) changes the display to the following
screen. This screen is called Level 3.
The Level 3 screen is explained below, which is displayed when the content flag of C09
“Phthalates (DEHP, DBP, and BBP)” is Y and C09-J-0 is chosen as the corresponding
intended use classification.
Note 1: For entering each item on Level 3, refer to “(5) Substance Information” on page
12 of Survey Response Manual Ver. 4.
Note 2: The Level 3 screen displays all the substances of substance groups
corresponding with REACH and the target substance is indicated with a CAS
number in advance. At transition from the Level 2 screen, this screen is
automatically scrolled to display the corresponding area of the substance group.
Note 3: Enter data into the Level 3 screen for the intended use classification code
chosen in relation to the content flag (Y/N) of Level 2 (excluding C09).
Information on specific substances contained（DEHP、DBP、BBP）
Criteria

Substance Groups

Classification No.

R

C09

Intended use classification code

Phthalates DEHP <(CAS.No.117-81-7),DBP(CAS.No.84-742),BBP(CAS.No.85-68-7)>

C09-J-0

Information on specific substances contained
CAS.No.

EC.No.

-

117-81-7

204-211-0

-

Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP)

84-74-2

201-557-4

-

Dibutylphthalate (DBP)

85-68-7

201-622-7

-

Butyl benzyl phthalate (BBP)

Name of contained substance

Compound
content per
surveying unit
(mg)

Intended use classification

Cases containing above 0.1% phthalates by weight per surveying unit.

Intended use/purpose

Application area

Weight concentration
per surveying unit
(automatically
calculated)(wt%)

Additional information on material composition of
products

[Example of entering items]
Compound
content per
surveying unit
(mg)

Intended use/purpose

2.00 Plasticizer

Application area

Housing

Weight concentration
per surveying unit
(automatically
calculated)(wt%)

Additional information on material composition of
products

0.00008 XYZ
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(3) Content amount (mg) per survey unit (Required)
y Enter the content amount of the substance indicated with a CAS number in mg with two
significant digits (round the third digit).
y A value entered for content amount is displayed to the second decimal place.;
y For metal compounds, enter the content amount without conversion into metal elements.
y The total amount of compounds indicated with a CAS number must be equal to that of
the corresponding substance group on Level 2.

(4) Purpose of use/intended use (Required)
y Briefly enter the intended purpose of using a compound indicated with a CAS number.
Up to120 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be entered.

(5) Application area (Required)
y Enter areas where the compound of a pre-stated CAS number is contained.
Up to 120 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be entered.

Note:

For a substance group whose content flag is Y, all three items (2) to (4) above
should be entered into rows of each CAS number. (Error Check 2 to be
performed)

(6) Weight concentration per survey unit (%)
y A weight concentration per survey unit indicated with a CAS number is automatically
calculated and displayed on the basis of the content amount entered. However, the
survey unit mass must be entered on the Level 1 screen in advance.

Note: If you returned from Level 3 to Level 1 and changed the entry for survey unit mass
of a corresponding item that is subject to being surveyed, the weight concentration
per survey unit is recalculated based on the latest survey unit mass when SAVE
JGP is performed.
(7) Additional information about substance contained (Optional)
y Enter any additional information about compounds of the corresponding CAS number.
Up to 120 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be entered.

(8) Entering a CAS number not indicated in advance (Optional)
y The Level 3 screen indicates representative CAS numbers for each substance group. If
there are any other applicable substances, CAS numbers can be entered for up to three
substances.
y For an added CAS number, the entry of (3) to (5) above is optional.
y The weight concentration per survey unit (%) is automatically calculated and displayed
in the same way.

Note 1: For an added CAS number, no EC number or substance name can be entered.
Note 2: Error Check 2 does not apply to each item in a row where a CAS number was
added. However, data of a target row is saved in a JGP file only when data has
been entered for all of the three items from (3) to (5) above.
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(9) OK button and CANCEL button (Back to Level 2)
Return to the previous
screen with holding data.

OK

Return to the previous
screen after discarding
data.

CANCEL

Information on specific substances contained(TBTO)
Criteria

Classification No.

Substance Groups

Intended use classification code

R

A17

Tributyl Tin Oxide（TBTO、CAS.No.56-35-9)

A17-J-3

Information on specific substances contained

1

CAS.No.

EC.No.

-

56-35-9

200-268-0

-

Name of contained substance

Compound
content per
surveying unit
(mg)

Bis(tri-n-butyltin) oxide

2
3
4

y Click OK at the top of the screen to return to Level 2. (The entered data is retained.)

Note 1: Upon returning to Level 2, entered data is retained. However, this does not mean
that the data is stored in a JGP file unconditionally.
Note 2: The Level 3 screen has no error check buttons. Error Check 2 covers data
entered on Level 3. For details, see section 8.3.
y Click the CANCEL button to discard the data entered on Level 3 and return to Level 2.

6.6 Running Error Check 2 (on Data of Levels 2 and 3)
y Once you have entered the information required for the 32 substance groups on Level 2
and Level 3, click OK at the top of the screen.

OK

CANCEL

Error Check 2

Error Confirmation

Print

Range of the error check is for the second sheet and the third sheet.

y As shown below, you are prompted to choose whether you wish to run an error check.
Click Yes to run an error check, or click No to return to Level 1 without running an error
check.

Note: If you are creating the final response, make sure to click Yes to run the error
check.

Note: Error Check 2 can also be run by clicking the Error Check 2 button.
y If an error is detected, the message “Error(s) found” is displayed.
y Click OK to display the error or warning message for the error check result (an example
of the error check result is shown below). If no data is entered for a necessary item, an
error message is displayed and a warning is issued.
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Back

[ Error No.1015 ](A05/Cd-J-0/Purpose of use/Intended use)If [Intended use classification] is selected, please enter [Purpose of use/Intended use].
[ Error No.1016 ](A05/Cd-J-0/Application area)If [Intended use classification] is selected, please enter [Application area].
[ Warning No.2001 ](A07)[Content (mg)] is not entered while [Content Flag by Threshold Level (Y/N)] is 'N' and [Intended use classification] is selected.
[ Error No.1010 ](A10)Please enter either 'Y' or 'N' in [Content Flag by Threshold Level (Y/N)].
[ Warning No.2004 ](B08)[Content (mg)] is entered while [Content Flag by Threshold Level (Y/N)] is 'N' and [Intended use classification] is not selected.

y Click Back to return to the previous screen. Correct the error, and run the error check
again.
Note: For the contents of error checks and notes, see Chapter 8, “Functions of Error
Check Related Buttons.”
y If no error/warning is detected by the error check, the display automatically returns to the
Level 1 screen.
y If only a warning is detected by the error check, the following screen appears. Click Yes
to display the warning message, or click No to return to the Level 1 screen with
warning-displayed input data.

6.7 Saving Contents Entered in Survey Response Format (SAVE JGP)
(1) If no error/warning is detected by the error check on the Level 2 screen, the display returns
to Level 1 and Y or N is automatically displayed in the “overall content flag” field.
With the surveyed item, if one or more Ys are displayed in the content flags of the 32
substance groups, Y is automatically displayed in the overall content flag. N is displayed in
the overall content flag only when all the content flags of the 32 substance groups are N
(see the balloons on the screen and the table below).

Surveying
Unit

Survey Unit
Mass
(g/unit)

piece

Overall Content
Flag

Input
substances

N

Input

2500.000

Input
Input
Input

1
2
3
4

Copy
substances

Clear
substances

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

(2) Write comments regarding overall responses, if necessary, in “Additional information
regarding survey response” at the bottom of the respondent’s information section (see
below). Up to 200 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be entered.
ADD JGP

SAVE JGP

Item Setting

Set Language

Error Check 1

Error Confirmation

Sort

Part list print

Range of the error check is for the first sheet and the second sheet.
Third sheet is not in the range of the error check.

Respondent's date of data entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

2009/09/14

Respondent Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Address
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester’s management items 4
Requester’s management items 5
Requester’s management items 6
Additional information regarding survey responses

English
abc Inc.
*******
****, Minato-ku, Tokyo

Japanese

Jiro Yamada
03-1***-9**3
03-1***-9**4
y*_jiro@***.co.jp

This reporting is based on our intaernal standards regarding ****
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(3) Make sure that the respondent’s date of data entry has been entered. This field is
mandatory.
Always enter the date in the format YYYY/MM/DD (see above).
If the data entered is incorrect, the following message is displayed. Click Retry to correct
the data. If Cancel is clicked, the date of data entry is deleted.

(4) Click the SAVE JGP button at the top of the screen. Since you are prompted to choose
whether you wish to run an error check, click Yes (see below).
This error check covers the screens of both Levels 1 and 2.
Note 1: This error check does not apply to data entered on Level 3.

Note 2: For SAVE JGP without running an error check, read the Caution (Condition for
saving in a JGP file) in section 5.2 on page 7.
Note 3: An error check can be performed on the data of Levels 1 and 2 also by using the
Error Check 1 button.
(5) If the error check detects an error, the Save File screen appears to specify a save file (see
below).
Note: If an error is detected, correct the error and then click SAVE JGP again.
y Choose a save-to folder, enter a file name, and click Save (see below).
y For the file type, JGP4 file (*.jgp4) is automatically set.
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y When the following message is displayed, click OK. Now the JGP file has been
successfully saved.

6.8 Exiting Survey Response Tools
y Click the Ｘ button at the top right of the Excel screen to close the Tools.
When the following message is displayed, click either Yes or No as appropriate.

6.9 Sending JGP File to Survey Requester
y Send the JGP file containing response data to the requester by e-mail or other means.

Note: In principle, use JGP files to exchange data between requester and respondent.
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7. Reading Old Format Data (JGP File of Ver. 3)
y Tools Ver. 4 can load data from a JGP file created by Ver. 3 (standard type) (see Note 3
for the Limitations on loadable data).
y When LOAD JGP is clicked, the following Open File screen appears.
For the file type, choose JGPV3Files (*jgp1), then choose the extension jgp1 from the
folder and click Open.

Note: Only JGP files created by various versions of Tools Ver. 3 (standard type) can be
loaded.

y The following message is displayed. Click OK.
Data is read from the specified JGP1 file of Ver. 3.

Note 1: When a JGP file of Ver. 3 is loaded, the field of the overall content flag is
automatically set blank. This is because the content flag becomes blank for
substance groups not supported by Ver. 3 among the 32 substance groups
supported by Ver. 4 and the result of the overall content flag that used to be
entered in Ver. 3 becomes incomplete.
Note 2: As the message indicates, the data that can be loaded is limited.
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Note 3: Limitations on loadable data:
y The data fields become blank for substance groups added to JIG-101 Ed 2.0.
y Data of substance groups deleted from JIG-101 Ed 2.0 (part of Level B in
Annex B of JIG-101A) is not loaded.
y Intended use classifications of Ver. 3 of the same codes as those stated in Ver.
4 are loaded with the related data. Although the code is common between Ver.
3 and Ver. 4, however, data on the ozone depleting substance C04-J-98 is not
loaded because of different threshold levels.

8. Functions of Error Check Related Buttons
8.1 Error Check 1 (Level 1)
(1) Range of error check
Data of both Levels 1 and 2 are checked. Note that data of Level 3 cannot be checked.
An error check by the OK button on the Level 1 screen also applies to the same range.

y
y

(2) Level 1 Data Checks (See Annex 1 for details)
1)

Mandatory check
If each item below is a character string of no length (zero), an error is detected when
the Error Check 1 button is pressed:
Respondent’s date of data entry, Respondent’s Company name, Respondent’s
contact name, Manufacturer name, Respondent’s products/parts/material number,
Survey unit, Survey unit mass (g/survey unit), and overall content flag

2)

Date check
Data entered for Requester’s date of data entry, Respondent’s date of data entry, or
Revision date is checked during data entry or when the Error Check 1 button is
pressed to confirm that the format is YYYY/MM/DD and the date is within an
appropriate period. An error occurs if the format or date is not correct.

3)

Numeric check
If non-numeric data is entered for Thickness (mm), Diameter (mm), Revision date, or
Survey unit mass (g/survey unit), an error occurs during data entry or when the Error
Check 1 button is pressed.

4)

Double-byte size check (for Japanese and Chinese version tool)
If the data of a target item contains a double-byte character, an error occurs during
data entry or when the Error Check 1 button is pressed.
(See Annex 1)

5)

Data length (number of digits) check
If the data of some items (see the note below) exceeds the specified number of bytes,
an error occurs during data entry or when the Error Check 1 button is pressed.
(See Annex 1)
Note: An error occurs also when entering a DUNS number (requester and
respondent), Address (respondent), Requester’s products/parts/material
number, and Respondent’s products/parts/material number.

6)

Data validity check
If the data of the items below does not comply with “Contents of validity check,” an
error occurs during data entry or when the Error Check 1 button is pressed.
“Contents of validity check” for each item is within ( ).
Requester’s date of data entry (01/01/1999 to 12/31/2030), Email address (containing
@), Respondent’s date of data entry (01/01/1999 to 12/31/2030), Diameter (0 to
9999999999), Revision date (01/01/1999 to 2/31/2030), Survey unit
(blank/piece/g/kg/mm/m/cm2/m2/cc/liter/m3), and Overall content flag (Y/N)
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7)

Note: An Email address (containing @) is not detected during data entry.
Mandatory checks for “Condition for saving in a JGP file”
A row is output if it has data for Manufacturer name, Respondent’s
products/parts/material number, Requester’s products/parts/material, Material grade
No., Metal type/IS symbols, Coloring No., Thickness (mm), Color, or Diameter (mm).
However, the seven items, other than Manufacturer name and Requester’s
products/parts/material number, are not always checked when the Error Check 1
button is pressed.

(3) Level 2 Data (See Annex 2, 4, or 5 for details)
1)

Mandatory check
If each item below is a character string of no length (zero), an error is detected when
the Error Check 1 button is pressed.
Content flag by threshold level (Y/N), Total amount (mg), Purpose of use/intended
use, Application area, and Maximum content concentration in homogeneous material
(ppm)
For various error conditions, see the notes below.
Note 1: When the content flag is set to Y for Total amount (mg), the total amount is
always checked. Whether the content flag is Y or N, an error occurs if the
total amount is greater than the survey unit mass (Level 1).
Note 2: When “*: Corresponding use” is set (checked) for Purpose of use/intended
use and Application area, the purpose of use/intended use and the
application area are always checked.
Note 3: When the content flag is set to Y for Maximum content concentration in
homogeneous material (ppm), the maximum content concentration in
homogeneous material is always checked if the substance group number is
as follows:
Target substance group No.: A05, A07, A09, A10, B02, B03, B13, B14, or C10
(C10-J-0 only)
Note 4: When the content flag is N, the error and warning for each item are as
follows:
y Entry of Total amount (mg) only: Warning (Entered data is stored.)
y Selection of Intended use classification only: Error
y Entry of Purpose of use/intended use, Application area, and Maximum
content concentration in homogeneous material (ppm) only:
Warning (Entered data is stored.)
y Intended use classification not selected but other items entered: Warning
(The total amount (mg) and additional information are stored but data
entered for other items is not stored.)

2)

Numeric check
If non-numeric data is entered for Total amount (mg), an error occurs during data
entry or when the Error Check 1 button is pressed.

3)

Double-byte size check (for Japanese and Chinese version tool)
If the data of Total amount (mg) contains a double-byte character, an error occurs
during data entry or when the Error Check 1 button is pressed.
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4)

Data length (number of digits) check
If the data of Purpose of use/intended use, Application area, or Additional information
on substance contained exceeds the specified number of bytes, an error occurs
during data entry or when the Error Check 1 button is pressed. (The maximum length
of each item above is 120 bytes.)

5)

Data validity check
If the data of the items below violates the “Contents of validity check,” an error occurs
during data entry or when the Error Check 1 button is pressed.
The “Contents of validity check” for each item is within ( ).
Content flag by threshold level (Y/N), Total amount (0 to 99999999999999900000),
and Maximum content concentration in homogeneous material (0 to
99999999999999900000)

6) Check for consistency between content flag (Y/N) for each substance group and the
selected intended use classification:
If there is no consistency between the content flag (Y/N) and the selected intended
use classification, an error occurs when the Error Check 1 button is pressed to
conduct a check. (See Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 5 for details on consistency checks)
Note: The following substance groups are not applicable to consistency checks.
B08: Brominated flame retardants (other than PBBs, PBDEs, or HBCDD)
C07: Formaldehyde
8.2 Error Confirmation (Level 1 Button)
y The result of Error Check 1 is displayed. This button is used not to run an error check but
to display the result of an error check.

8.3 Error Check 2 (Level 2 Button)
(1) Range of error check
Data of both Levels 2 and 3 are checked.
When the OK button on the Level 2 screen is clicked, an error check is run in a similar
range.

y
y

(2) Contents of check on Level 2 data: Same as (3) in section 8.1
(3) Contents of check on Level 3 data: (see Annex 3 for details)
1)

Mandatory check
If one of the three items of Content rate per survey unit (mg), Purpose of
use/intended use, and Application area is a character string of no length (zero) for a
row where a CAS number is given as the default, an error or warning occurs when
the Error Check 2 button is pressed.
Note 1: The above check assumes that the corresponding intended use classification
(*: corresponding use) is chosen (checked) on Level 2.
Note 2: When the content flag of the corresponding substance group is Y on Level 2,
the transition from intended use classification (A17-J-3, A17-J-4, A20-J-0,
A21-J-0, B11-J-0, B09-J-1, B16-J-0, or C09-J-0) ends in an error.
Note 3: When the content flag of the corresponding substance group is N on Level 2,
the transition from intended use classification (A17-J-98, A20-J-98, A21-J-98,
B11-J-98, B09-J-98, B16-J-98, or C09-J-98) ends in a warning.
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Note 4: A row of each CAS number on Level 3 is saved in a JGP file only when it has
data for all of the three items of Content amount per survey unit (mg),
Purpose of use/intended use, and Application area.
Note 5: The error check does not apply to each item in a row where a CAS number
was added optionally.
However, data of a target row is saved in a JGP file only when data has
been entered for all of the three items of Content amount per survey unit (mg),
Purpose of use/intended use, and Application area.
2)

Double-byte size check (for Japanese and Chinese version tool)
If the data of Content amount per survey unit (mg) contains a double-byte character,
an error occurs during data entry or when the Error Check 2 button is pressed.

3)

Data length (number of digits) check
If the data of Purpose of use/intended use, Application area, or Additional information
on substance contained exceeds the specified number of bytes, an error occurs
during data entry or when the Error Check 2 button is pressed. (The maximum length
is 120 bytes for Purpose of use/intended use and 80 bytes for Additional information.)

4)

Data validity check
If the data of the item below violates “Contents of validity check,” an error occurs
during data entry or when the Error Check 1 button is pressed.
“Contents of validity check” for the item is within ( ).
Content rate per survey unit (0 to 99999999999999900000)

5) Consistency check (Total content on Level 2 and Content per survey unit)
If "Total content (mg)" on Level 2 is not consistent with the total of "Content per
survey unit (mg)" of substances on Level 3 that belong to the same substance
group number as that on Level 2, an error will be detected by an error check on
Level 2.
8.4 Error Confirmation (Level 2 Button)
y The result of Error Check 2 is displayed. This button is used not to run an error check but
to display the result of an error check.
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9. Functions of Other Buttons
9.1 Select Language
This button is used to display Tools Ver. 4 of the same language version every time. To use the
English version of Tools, for example, click the Select Language button, choose “English” from
the pull-down menu for language selection, and click OK as shown below. The display then
returns to the Level 1 screen.

Set language
English

Set language
OK

CAN CEL

As shown below, the Level 1 screen displays “English” in the Language field. In this status, save
Tools Ver. 4 with a different file name. When the Tools is started next time, the Select Language
screen is not displayed, and the English version of Tools opens directly.
LOAD JGP

Green Procurement Survey Tool Ver4.02

Copyright(C) JGPSSI & NEC Soft, Ltd.

Select Langu

Basic Information about Company
Reference Number
Date of Data Entry (YYYY/MM/DD)

ABC001
2009/12/25

Data Format Ver.
Ver. information for loaded file
Language

4.00
GreenConferenceV4.00
English

9.2 Copy (See the table below)
By clicking the Copy button, you can copy low-order data (substance group information of Level 2
and substance information of Level 3) from the surveyed item in this row to a surveyed line in
another row.

Surveying
Unit
piece

Survey Unit
Mass
(g/unit)
2500.000

Overall Content
Flag

Input
substances

Y

Input
Input
Input

1
2
3

Copy
substances

Clear
substances

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Procedure:
Click the Copy button in the data row to be copied, and enter the number to copy it to as shown
below, and then click OK. (Example of Copy button in the first row)
The copy-to row number can be specified individually or as consecutive rows. Individual rows
should be divided by a single-byte comma, and consecutive rows by a single-byte hyphen.
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[Example of copying the same data from Rows 2, 5, and 8 to 15]

9.3 Clear
If you click the Clear button, the following screen appears. Click OK to erase low-order data
(substance group information of Level 2 and substance information of Level 3) from the surveyed
item in this row.

Surveying
Unit

Survey Unit
Mass
(g/unit)

piece

Overall Content
Flag

Input
substances

Y

Input

2500.000

Input
Input

Copy
substances

Clear
substances

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

Copy

Clear

1
2
3

[Example of clearing data from Row 15]

9.4 Ascending & Descending (Sorting Surveyed Items and Overall Content Flag)
As shown below, click the Ascending or Descending button to change the sorting order.
Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Product/subpart
number of requester

No.

Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Product / subpart/material
name of requester

Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Manufacturer
Name

Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Respondent's
product/subparts
/material number

Ascen
ding

Desce
nding

Overall Content
Flag

1
2
3

9.5 Sort
Displays the Sort screen where you can change the sorting order.
You can perform sorting based on surveyed items (other than those described in section 9.4
above) as a key.
As shown below, choose a sort key phrase from the pull-down menu. You can set up three keys
in order of priority. Choose either Ascending or Descending and then click OK.
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[Example]

9.6 ADD JGP
Use this to load additional JGP files. First choose a JGP file to load in the Open File screen.
Basic information will not be loaded.
As shown below, choose a file type and file name, and then click Open.

If parts data is entered, loading starts with the line after the largest line number.
Upon completion of loading, the following message is displayed.

Note: If No.100 contains data, loading will not be performed and the following screen
appears.
If the total number of additional parts exceeds 100, data up to 100 can be loaded but
excess data will be ignored. The following screen appears also in this case.
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9.7

Item setting (Change Entry Heading)

If you click this button, the screen to change an entry heading appears as shown below. You can
set the item heading (requester’s management items, requester’s items, and respondent’s items).
For the usage of each item, refer to Chapter 5, “Surveyed Items” of Survey Response Manual Ver.
4.
y Enter additional information regarding the requester in Requester management items 1 to 3,
and use them based on the setting created by the requester. Do not use them for other
purposes. (Usage examples: division code, business hub code, etc.)
y Requester management items 4 to 6 are set by the requester to manage information regarding
the respondent. Do not use them for other purposes. (Usage examples: supplier name,
supplier code, etc.)
y Respondent items 1 to 3 are used by the respondent (respondent’s memos).

Note: Data entered on the Change Entry Heading screen is not reflected (saved) in the JGP
file. The data entered is saved in the Tools and the entered contents will be displayed
on the screen.
Thus, it is recommended to use a different file name for the Tools of each requester.
[Example]
Item Setting

Basic Information about Company
Requester’s management items 1
Requester’s management items 2
Requester’s management items 3

Division Code
Site Code

Requester’s management items 4 Supplier Code
Requester’s management items 5
Requester’s management items 6

Information about Parts/ Products/ Material
Requester's Item1
Requester's Item2
Requester's Item3

XYZ
OOO

Respondent's Item1
Respondent's Item2
Respondent's Item3

[Example of Tools screen] (Department code and business hub code are displayed as a result of
the above changes.)
Requester Information
Company Name
DUNS Number
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester’s management items 1
Requester’s management items 2
Requester’s management items 3

English

Japanese
Precautions when filling out the field "Messag
requester":
This field is to fill precautions and messages
requester for when an answerer fills in respo

Division Code
Site Code

Not to use for requesting guarantees or addit
requirements.

9.8 Print Parts List
Click this button on the screen of basic information to preview and print the information.
The basic information and products/parts/material information can be printed.

9.9 Print
Click this button on the screen of information on substance contained to preview and print the
information. The displayed information on substance contained can be printed.
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9.10 Cancel (Level 2 Screen)
The contents entered on Level 2 are discarded and the display returns to the Level 1 screen.
The contents of Level 1 before transition to Level 2 are restored.
9.11

Cancel (Level 3 Screen)

The contents entered on Level 3 are discarded and the display returns to the Level 2 screen.
The contents of Level 2 before transition to Level 3 are restored.
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Annex 1 Checks on Level 1 Data by Error Check 1 Button
*1: Checked as data is entered. *2: Checked when the Error Check 1 button is pressed
Note: For the data validity check, see the text.
Check

Item

Required

◆ Basic Information
Reference Number
Date of Data Entry (YYYY/MM/DD)
◆ Basic Information (Requester Information)
Company Name
DUNS Number
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester’s management items 1
Requester’s management items 2
Requester’s management items 3
Message from requester
◆ Basic Information (Respondent Information)
Respondent's date of data entry
(YYYY/MM/DD)

Double-byte Numeric

Date

Data Length

No. of Digits
40

*1, *2

*1, *2 (YYYY/MM/DD)

*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2

*1, *2

*2
*1, *2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2

200
9
200
200
100
100
100
80
80
80
200

*2

*1, *2

*2

*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*1, *2

*2
*1, *2
*1, *2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2
*2

200
9
200
200
200
100
100
100
80
80
80

*1, *2

*2

200

*1, *2

*1, *2

200

*2

160

*2

60

Metal Type/JIS symbols

*2

60

Coloring No.
Thickness(mm)
Color
Diameter(mm)
Requester's Item1
Requester's Item2
Requester's Item3
Manufacturer Name
Respondent's product/subparts
/material number
Respondent's product/subparts
/material name
Respondent's Item1
Respondent's Item2
Respondent's Item3
Data Version

*2

40

*2

60

*2

*2
*2
*2
*2

40
40
40
200

*2

*1, *2

200

*2

160

*2
*2
*2
*2

200
200
200
40

Company Name
DUNS Number
Address
Division Name
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
Requester’s management items 4
Requester’s management items 5
Requester’s management items 6

*2
*2

Additional information regarding survey
responses
◆ Information on the survey item
Product/subpart
number of requester

*1, *2 (YYYY/MM/DD)

Product / subpart/material name of
requester
Material Grade No.

Revision Date (YYYY/MM/DD)
Surveying Unit

*2

Survey Unit Mass (g/unit)

*2

Overall Content Flag

*2

*1, *2

*1, *2

*1, *2

*1, *2

*1, *2

*1, *2

*1, *2

*1, *2

*1, *2 (YYYY/MM/DD)
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Annex 2 Checks on Level 2 Data by Error Check 1 or 2 Button
*1: Checked as data is entered. *2: Checked when the Error Check 1 button is pressed
Note: For the data validity check, see the text.
Check

Item

Required

Double-byte Numeric

Date

Data Length

No. of Digits

◆ Information about sugstance group
Content Flag by Threshold Level (Y/N)

*2

Total Content(mg)

*2

Purpose of use/Intended use

*2

*2

120

Application area

*2

*2

120

Maximum content rate(ppm)

*2
*2

120

*1, *2

*1, *2

Additional information on material
composition of products

Annex 3 Checks on Level 3 Data by Error Check 2 Button
*1: Checked as data is entered. *2: Checked when the Error Check 1 button is pressed
Note: For the data validity check, see the text.
Check

Item

Required

◆Inf orma ti on a bout s ug s tance
CAS.No. (Default)

*2

Double-byte Numeric

Date

Data Length

*1

CAS.No. (Optional)

No. of Digits

*1

20

*1

20

Compound content per surveying unit
(mg)

*2

Purpose of use/Intended use

*2

*1

120

Application area

*2

*1

120

Weight concentration per surveying unit
(automatically calculated)

*2
*1

120

*1

Additional information on material
composition of products
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Annex 4． List of Checks for Consistency between Content Flags (Y/N) and Intended Use Classifications (Substance Groups for Four Heavy Metals)
*1 = Contents of checks on the substance groups for four heavy metals:
1) Error when content flag Y is selected in a state where there is no intended use classifications that correspond to content flag Y selected. No error when content flag N is selected under the same
2)diti
Error when content flag N is selected in a state where there is no intended use classificatiosn that correspond to content flag Y selected. No error when content flag Y is selected under the same
diti
Error message: There is no consistency between the content flag (Y/N) and the selected intended use classification.
Substance groups

Radio
button

Contents of
check

Content flag
coresponding to
the right

Y
Cadmium

N/A

*1

Intended use
classification
codes

Intended use classification

Cd-R-1

Cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material in Electric point and plating excluding uses banned by the amended EU Directive 76/769/EEC
“91/338/EEC”

Cd-R-2

Optical glass and filter glass containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material.

Cd-R-3

Printing inks for the application of enamels on borosilicate glass containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material.

Cd-R-4

Cadmium exceeding in homogeneous material in alloys as electrical/mechanical solder joints to electrical conductors located directly on the voice coil in
transducers used in high-powered loudspeakers with sound pressure levels of 100 dB (A) and more.

Cd-R-5

Cadmium, exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, in photoresistors for optocouplers applied in professional audio equipment until 31 December 2009.

Cd-R-6

Cadmium, exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, in cadmium oxide in thick film pastes used on aluminium bonded beryllium oxid.

Cd-E-2

Batteries for electric vehicles containing cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material.

Cd-B-1

Batteries containing cadmium exceeding 5ppm by weight of the battery.

Cd-J-0
Cd-J-99
Cd-R-0

Cases containing intentionally added cadmium exceeding 100ppm in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (* Details in column on the right.)
Containing cadmium above 100pmm in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination
Cases containing 100ppm or less of intentionally added cadmium in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (* Details in column on the right.)

N
Cd-RE-98
Cr-R-1

Hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, for the prevention of corrosion of carbon steel cooling system in absorption refrigerators.

Cr-E-1

Anti-corrosion coatings containing hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.(Other than below Cr-E-2)

Cr-E-2

Corrosion preventive coating related to bolt and nut assembles for chassis applications, containing hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous
material.

Cr-E-3

(Absorption) refrigerators in motor caravans containig hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Cr-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added hexavalent chromium exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (* Details in column on
the right.)

Y
Hexavalent
Chromium
Compounds

N/A

*1

Cr-J-99

Containing hexavalent chromium above 1000ppm in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

Cr-R-0

Cases containing 1000ppm or less of intentionally added hexavalent chromium in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (* Details in column on the
right.)

N
Cr-RE-98

N/A

*1

Containing 1000ppm or less of hexavalent chromium in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination.

Pb-RE-1

Lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material in glass used in CRT, electronic parts, and fluorescent tubes

Pb-RE-2

Lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material in electronic ceramic parts

Pb-RE-3

Steel materials containing 0.35% or less ,but exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, of lead by weight (including zinc plating, free-machining steel)

Pb-RE-4

Copper alloy containing 4% or less, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, of lead by weight (e.g. brass, phosphor bronze)

Pb-R-1

Lead
(continuing)

Containing 100ppm or less of cadmium in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

Aluminum materials containing 0.4% or less, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, of lead by weight

Pb-R-2

Lead in high-melting point solder (lead alloy containing above 85% of lead by weight)

Pb-R-3

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in soldering for servers, storage and storage array systems, and network infrastructure equipment for
switching, signaling, transmission and network management for telecommunication

Pb-R-4

Compliant pins/connectors containing lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Pb-R-5

Coating material for thermal conduction module C-rings, containing lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Pb-R-6

Optical glass and filter glass containing lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Pb-R-7

Solder consisting of more than two types of elements for connecting microprocessor pins and package containing less than 85wt% and more than 80wt% of
lead.

Pb-R-8

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in solder for connecting semiconductor dies and carriers in flip chip IC packages

Pb-R-9

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in Lead-bronze bearing shells and bushes.

Y
Pb-R-10

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in linear incandescent lamps with silicate coated tubes.

Pb-R-11

Lead halide, containig lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, as radiant agent in High Intensity Discharge(HID) lamps used for professinal
reprography applications.

Pb-R-12

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, as activator in the fluorescent powder (1% lead by weight or less) of discharge lamps when used as sun
tanning lamps containing phosphors such as BSP (BaSi2O5:Pb) as well as when used as speciality lamps for diazo-printing reprography, lithography, insect
traps, photochemical and curing processes containing phosphors such as SMS ((Sr, Ba)2MgSi2O7:Pb).

Pb-R-13

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, with PbBiSn-Hg and PbInSn-Hg in specific compositions as main amalgam and with PbSn-Hg as
auxiliary amalgam in very compact Energy Saving lamps (ESL).

Pb-R-14

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in lead oxide in glass used for bonding front and rear substrates of flat fluorescent lamps used for Liquid
Crystal Displays (LCD).

Pb-R-15

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in printing inks for the application of enamels on borosilicate glass.

Pb-R-16

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, as impurity in RIG (rare earth iron garnet) Faraday rotators used for fibre optic communications systems
until 31 December 2009.

Pb-R-17

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in finishes of fine pitch components other than connectors with a pitch of 0.65 mm or less with NiFe lead
frames and lead in finishes of fine pitch components other than connectors with a pitch of 0.65 mm or less with copper lead-frames.

Pb-R-18

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in solders for the soldering to machined through hole discoidal and planar array ceramic multilayer
capacitors.

Continuing
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Substance groups

Radio
buttons

Contents of
check

Content flag
coresponding to
the right

Y

Lead
(continued)

N/A

*1

Intended use
classification
codes

Intended use classification

Pb-R-19

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in lead oxide in plasma display panels (PDP) and surface conduction electron emitter displays (SED)
used in structural elements; notably in the front and rear glass dielectric layer, the bus electrode, the black stripe, the address electrode, the barrier ribs, the
seal frit and frit ring as well as in print pastes.

Pb-R-20

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in lead oxide in the glass envelope of Black Light Blue (BLB) lamps.

Pb-R-21

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in lead alloys as solder for transducers used in high-powered (designated to operate for several hours at
acoustic power levels of 125 dB SPL and above) loudspeakers.

Pb-R-22

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in lead bound in crystal glass as defined in Annex I (Categories 1,2,3 and 4) of Council Directive
69/493/EEC.

Pb-R-23

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in soldering materials in mercury free flat fluorescent lamps (which e.g. are used for liquid crystal
displays, design or industrial lighting).

Pb-R-24

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in lead oxide in seal frit used for making window assemblies for Argon and Krypton laser tubes.

Pb-R-25

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in solders for the soldering of thin copper wires of 100 μm diameter and less in power transformers.

Pb-R-26

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in cermet-based trimmer potentiometer elements.

Pb-R-27

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in the plating layer of high voltage diodes on the basis of a zinc borate glass body.

Pb-E-1

Aluminum for machining purposes with a lead content up to 1.5% by weight

Pb-E-2

Aluminum for mechanical purposes with a lead content, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, up to 0.4% by weight

Pb-E-3

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in bearing shells and bushes (alloy).

Pb-E-4

Batteries containing lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Pb-E-5

Vibration dampers containing lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Pb-E-6

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in vulcanising agents and stabilisers for elastomers in fluid handling and powertrain applications
containing up to 0.5% lead by weight.

Pb-E-7

Lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in bonding agents for elastomers in powertrain applications containing up to 0.5% lead by weight.

Pb-E-8

Solder containig lead, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, for electronic boards and other electric parts.

Pb-E-10

Valve seats containing lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Pb-E-11

Pyrotechnic initiators containing lead exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Pb-J-1

Containing lead above 300ppm in homogeneous material , for use in vinyl chloride wires.

Pb-J-2

Use in products for children 12 years old and younger, containing lead exceeding 300ppm per surveying unit.

Pb-J-3

Containing above 0.009% of lead per surface treatment layer such as coating in parts/material used in toys.

Pb-B-1

Batteries containing lead exceeding 40ppm by weight of the battery.

Pb-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added lead above 1000ppm in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (* Details in column on the right.)

Pb-J-99

Containing lead above 1000ppm in homogeneous material : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

Pb-R-0

Cases containing 1000ppm or less of intentionally added lead in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (* Details in column on the right.)

N
Pb-RE-98

Containing 1000ppm or less of lead in homogeneous material : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination.

Hg-R-1

Mercury in compact fluorescent lamps not exceeding 5mg per lamp.

Hg-R-2

Mercury in straight fluorescent lamps for general purposes not exceeding:
10 mg
－ halophosphate
－ triphosphate with normal lifetime 5 mg
－ triphosphate with long lifetime 8 mg

Hg-R-3

Straight fluorescent lamps for special purposes, containing murcury exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Hg-R-4

Containing mercury exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, in other lamps not specifically mentioned in the Annex of Directive 2002/95/EC.

Hg-R-5

Mercury, exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material, used as a cathode sputtering inhibitor in DC plasma displays with a content up to 30 mg per display
until 1 July 2010.

Y
Mercury

N/A

*1

Hg-E-1

Discharge lamps, instrument panel displays containing mercury exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material.

Hg-B-1

Batteries containing mercury exceeding 1ppm by weight of the battery.

Hg-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added mercury above 1000ppm in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (* Details in column on the right.)

Hg-J-99

Containing mercury above 1000ppm in homogeneous material : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination.

Hg-R-0

Cases containing 1000ppm or less of intentionally added mercury in homogeneous material, excluding specified uses. (* Details in column on the right.)

N
Hg-RE-98

Containing 1000ppm or less of mercury in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination.
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Annex 5.

List of Checks for Consistency between Content Flags (Y/N) and Intended Use Classifications (Substance Groups Other than Four Heavy Metals)

Radio buttons: A = Set in Ver. 4.00

*1 = Contents of check for four heavy metals (See the table of substance groups for the four heavy metals for details)

B = Added in Ver. 4.01

*2 = Contents of check using radio buttons (Error if there is a contradiction between the selected intended use classification and the content flag.)

C = Radio buttons changed to check boxes in Ver4.02.
*3 = Not applicable to consistency checks. (Ver4.02)
Substance groups

Nickel

Radio
button

Contents of
check

C

*2

Content flag
coresponding to
the right

Intended use
classification
codes

Intended use classification

Y

Ni-J-1

N

Ni-J-98

Cases containing intentionally added nickel, for use consisting of long-term contact with skin.
Cases containing nickel other than Ni-J-1.

A17-J-3

Cases containing above 0.1% TBTO by weight per surveying unit.

A17-J-4

Cases containing intentionally added TBTO, excluding A17-J-3.

A17-J-98

Cases containing TBTO other than A17-J-3 and A17-J-4.

Y
Tributyl Tin Oxide
（TBTO、CAS.No.56-35-9)

A

*2
N

Certain Tributyl Tins(TBT) &
Triphenyl Tins(TPT)

N/A

Beryllium Oxide
(CAS No. 1304-56-9)

B

Diarsenic Pentoxide
(CAS No. 1303-28-2)

A

Diarsenic Trioxide
(CAS No. 1327-53-3)

A

Y

A18-J-3

Cases containing intentionally addition of certain TBTs and TPTs.

N

A18-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

*1

*2

Y

A19-J-0

Cases containing above 0.1% beryllium oxide by weight per surveying unit.

N

A19-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% beryllium oxide by weight per surveying unit.

Y

A20-J-0

Cases containing above 0.1% diarsenic pentoxide by weight per surveying unit.

N

A20-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% diarsenic pentoxide by weight per surveying unit.

Y

A21-J-0

Cases containing above 0.1% diarsenic trioxide by weight per surveying unit.

N

A21-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% diarsenic trioxide by weight per surveying unit.

B02-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added PBB exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material. (* Details in column on the right.)

B02-J-99

Containing PBB above 1000ppm in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

*2

*2

Y
Polybrominated Biphenyls
(PBBs)

N/A

*1
B02-R-0

Cases containing 1000ppm or less of intentionally added PBB in homogeneous material. (* Details in column on the right.)

N
B02-R-98

Containing 1000ppm or less of PBB in homogeneous material. : Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

B03-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added PBDE exceeding 1000ppm in homogeneous material. (* Details in column on the right.)

B03-J-99

Containing PBDE above 1000ppm in homogeneous material. :Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

Y
Polybrominated Diphenyl ethers
(PBDEs)

N/A

*1
B03-R-0

Cases containing 1000ppm or less of intentionally added PBDE in homogeneous material. (* Details in column on the right.)

N
B03-R-98
Deca-BDE（ PBDE）
(CAS No.1163-19-5)

C

*2

Hexabromocyclododecane
(HBCDD) and
all major diastereoisomers (CAS
No. 25637-99-4、CAS No. 319455-6)

A

*2

Brominated flame retardants
(other than PBBs,PBDEs, or
HBCDD)

C

Polychlorinated Biphenyls
(PCBs) and specific substitutes
(See Annex B of JIG-101 Ed
2.0)

N/A

Polychlorinated Terphenyls
(PCTs)

N/A

Polychlorinated Naphthalenes
(more than 3 chlorine atoms)

N/A

Shortchain Chlorinated Paraffins
(C10 – C13)
(CAS No.
85535-84-8)

A

Tris (2-chloroethyl) phosphate
(TCEP、CAS.No.115-96-8)

A

Perchlorates

B

Containing 1000ppm or less of PBDE in homogeneous material. :Impurities/recycled materials/contamination

Y

B14-J-0

Cases where intentionally added to external models for televisions and computers.

N

B14-J-98

Cases containing Deca-BDE other than B14-J-0.

Y

B11-J-0

Cases containing above 0.1% HBCDD and all major diastereoisomers by weight per surveying unit.

N

B11-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% HBCDD and all major diastereoisomers by weight per surveying unit.

Y

B08-J-1

Cases containing above 0.1% bromiated flame retardants (other than PBBs, PBDEs, or HBCDD) by weight per surveying unit.

*3
N

B08-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% bromiated flame retardants (other than PBBs, PBDEs, or HBCDD) by weight per surveying unit.

Y

B05-J-1

Cases containing intentionally added PCBs and specific substitutes.

N

B05-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

Y

B15-J-1

Cases containing intentionally added PCTs.

N

B15-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

Y

B06-J-1

Cases containing intentionally added polychlorinated naphthalenes.

N

B06-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

Y

B09-J-1

Cases containing above 0.1% shortchain chlorinated paraffins by weight per surveying unit.

N

B09-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% shortchain chlorinated paraffins by weight per surveying unit.

Y

B16-J-0

Cases containing above 0.1% tris (2-chloroethyl) phosphate by weight per surveying unit.

N

B16-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% tris (2-chloroethyl) phosphate by weight per surveying unit.

Y

B12-J-0

Cases containing above 6ppb perchlorates by weight per surveying unit.

N

B12-J-98

Cases containing up to 6ppb perchlorates by weight per surveying unit.

*1

*1

*1

*2

*2

*2

Continuing
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Substance groups

Radio
button

Contents of
check

Content flag
coresponding to
the right

Y

Perfluorooctane sulfonate
(PFOS)

N/A

N/A

*2

N/A

*1

Azocolourants and azodyes
which form certain aromatic
amines

B

*2

Ozone Depleting Substances

N/A

*1

Radioactive Substances

N/A

*1

Formaldehyde

N/A

*3

Asbestos

Phenol,2-(2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)4,6-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl) (CAS
No. 3846-71-7)

Phthalates
DEHP (CAS.No.117-81-7)
DBP (CAS.No.84-74-2)
BBP (CAS.No.85-68-7)

Phthalates
DINP (CAS No.28553-12-0, CAS
No.68515-48-0)
DIDP (CAS No.26761-40-0, CAS
No. 68515-49-1)
DNOP (CAS.No.117-84-0)

N/A

N/A

N/A

B13-J-0

PFOS intentionally added to reflex mirror coating and photoresists for the photolithography process.

B13-J-1

PFOS intentionally added to photo coating used in printing plates, film, and documents.

B13-J-2

PFOS intentionally added to mist suppressants used in chrome plating, chrome oxidation processing, and reverse etching.

B13-J-3

PFOS intentionally added to mist suppressants used in electroless nickel-polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) plating.

B13-J-4

PFOS intentionally added to mist suppressants used in etching of plastic base materials before metallic coating.

B13-J-5

Cases intentionally containing above 0.005wt% of PFOS as a structural component of substances and compounds, excluding uses for B13-J-0, 1, 2, 3, and 4.

B13-J-6

Cases intentionally containing above 0.1wt% of PFOS in homogeneous material as a constituent of moldings,
excluding uses for B13-J-0, 1, 2, 3, and 4; for textiles and other covered materials, cases intentionally
containing above 1μg/m2 of PFOS in lag, excluding uses for B13-J-0, 1, 2, 3, and 4.

B13-J-7

Cases intentionally containing PFOS, excluding specified uses (B13-J-0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6).

B13-J-92

Cases containing PFOS as impurities in reflex mirror coating or photoresists for the photolithography process.

B13-J-93

Cases containing PFOS as impurities in photo coating used in printing plates, film, and documents.

B13-J-94

Cases containing PFOS as impurities in mist suppressants used in chrome plating, chrome oxidation processing, and reverse etching.

B13-J-95

Cases containing PFOS as impurities in mist suppressants used in electroless nickel-polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) plating.

B13-J-96

Cases containing PFOS as impurities in mist suppressants used in etching of plastic base materials before metallic coating.

B13-J-97

Cases containing above 0.005wt% of PFOS as impurities as a structural component of substances and compounds, excluding uses for B13-J-92, 93, 94, 95, and
96.

B13-J-99

Cases containing above 0.1wt% of PFOS as impurities in homogeneous material as a constituent of moldings,
excluding uses for B13-J-92, 93, 94, 95, and 96; for textiles and other covered materials, cases containing above 1μg/m2 of PFOS as impurities in lag, excluding
uses for B13-J-92, 93, 94, 95, and 96.

B13-J-98

Cases containing impurities of PFOS, excluding specified uses (B13-J-92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, and 99).

Y

B10-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added fluorinated greenhouse gases.

N

B10-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

*1

B

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

Intended use classification

*1

N

Fluorinated greenhouse gases
(PFC, SF6, HFC)

Intended use
classification
codes

Y

B07-J-1

Cases containing above 0.1% PVC by weight per surveying unit.

N

B07-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% PVC by weight per surveying unit.

Y

C01-J-1

Cases containing intentionally added asbestos.

N

C01-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

Y

C02-J-2

Leather products and fiber products containing azocolourants and azodyes, which form 0.003% of certain aromatic amines by weight.

N

C02-J-98

Cases containing azocolourants and azodyes which form certain aromatic amines other than C02-J-2.

Y

C04-J-1

Cases containing intentionally added ozone depleting substances.

N

C04-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

Y

C06-J-1

Cases containing intentionally added radioactive substances.

N

C06-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

C07-J-0

Cases containing above 0.0075% formaldehyde by weight in fiber products.

Y

C07-J-1

Cases containing intentionally added formaldehyde (excluding C07-J-0 above).

N

C07-J-98

Cases containing impurities (excluding C07-J-0 above).

Y

C08-J-0

Cases containing intentionally added phenol,2-(2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)-4,6-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl).

N

C08-J-98

Cases containing impurities.

Y

C09-J-0

Cases containing above 0.1% phthalates by weight per surveying unit.

N

C09-J-98

Cases containing up to 0.1% phthalates by weight per surveying unit.

Y

C10-J-0

Articles used in products for children that contain above 0.1% phthalates by weight in homogeneous material.

N

C10-J-98

Cases containing phthalates other than C10-J-0.

*1

*1

*1
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